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Bars and Dance Clubs

Nightlife in Dusseldorf is mainly of the drinking type, but there are also excellent dance clubs within
easy reach of all Dusseldorf hotels. The Alstadt or â€˜old townâ€™ is the major nightlife centre of
Dusseldorf, and many Dusseldorf hotels cater for guests and visitors in this trendiest spot in town,
where visitors often start at one end and work their way down throughout the night.  There are far
more bars than clubs in the city, but if you feel the need to dance, there are many clubs to choose
from.  The Stahlwerk and Tor 3 are the two top dance clubs.  They are both open until six in the
morning on weekends, making them a great place to dance the night away. 3001 is in the
Medienhafen and this club is best known for its trendy parties.

Theatre

For more cultural nightlife, Dusseldorf offers a rich variety of theatre. Most theatres are round
Hofgarten, and the Schauspielhaus is the best theatre for performances by most well known theatre
companies. For concerts you need to be in the Tonhalle, while for opera visit the Operahaus,
residence of the Deutsche Opera am Rhein.

Nightclubs

Dusseldorf offers a wide range of live music.  Jazz lovers should head for Jazz im Knoten and listen
to great live jazz played by local as well as international artists.  Frontpage piano bar is a paradise
for Sinatra fans and the resident musicians play classics like 'Strangers in the Night' and 'New York,
New York'.  Whatever your choice of hotel, budget or luxury, enjoy the nightlife and return to your
Dusseldorf hotel knowing you have had a great night out.
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